Created by Belle Iskowitz + Anthony Asch, the InLine series enhances a classic shape with contemporary, linear patterning.

Comprised of 12 different 3x6 glyphs, InLine allows you to create beautiful, intriguing layers of pattern and geometry as simple or complex as you desire. Use a single element, mix and match or combine glyphs with smooth field to tell an infinite number of stories. We’ve included inspirational design layout suggestions within this brochure, but we’re certain you will create exciting, new combinations that will allow you to transform your room into a space of significance.

The InLine patterns may be ordered in any of our gorgeous monochrome colors. Glaze choice and application may highlight or obscure lines, adding mystique and drama to your installation.

Pratt + Larson has been making hand crafted tile since 1982 in Portland, Oregon. Our tile is available for purchase through our network of partners throughout the US and Canada.
InLine patterns can be ordered in any of our gorgeous monochrome glazes. Please refer to our glaze usage guide for application recommendations.

Our handmade tile will vary in color, surface and size. Glaze pooling variation within recessed lines is to be expected.
PRATT + LARSON

G1-104  InLine H  W91

G1-100  InLine F+L  S13

G1-105  InLine D  P157
DESIGN INSPIRATION

InLine C

InLine D
InLine H + D

InLine H & E